








































258 LABORATORY LIFE 

sociology, and f ootnoting, we _hav� __ attempted to-decrease__s�s of 
disorder and to make some statementsmoreJikelyJ.han.others, thereey 
creating a jx>Clf_�f order.-Y et this account itself will now become p�rt 
of-� contention. How much further research, investment, 
redefinition of the field, and transformation of what counts as an 
acceptable argument are necessary to make this account more 
plausible than its alternatives? 

NOTES 

1. This point has been made frequenlly by Bachelard (for example, 1934; 1953).
However, bis interest in demonstrating the "mediations" in scientific work was never 
extended. His "rational materialism," as he put it, was more often than not the basis for 
distinguishing between science and "prescientific" ideas. His exclusive interest in "Ja 
coupure epistemologique" prevented him from undertaking sociological investigations 
of science, even though many of his remarks about science make better sense when set 
wilhin a sociological framework. 

2. From the outset, lhe observer was struck by lhe almost absurd contrast between 
lhe mass of lhe apparatus and the minute quantities of processed brain extract. The 
interaction between scientific "minds" and "nature" could not adequately account for 
lhis contrast. 

3. In a different context, the importance of the stakes may vary. For example, the 
importance of somatostatin for the treatment of diabetes ensures thateach of the group's 
articles is carefully checked. In the case of endorphine, by contrast, any article (no 
matter what the wildness of its conjectures) will initially be accepted as fact. 

4. On bis firstday in the laboratory, the observerwas greeted wilh a maxim which 
was constantly repeated to him in one or another modified form throughout bis time in 
the field: "The truth of the matter is that 99.9% (90%) of the literature is meaningless 
(crap)." 

5. We base this argument on several conversational exchanges which took place 
between lawyers and scientists. Unfortunately, we are not able to make explicit use of 
this material here. 

6. lt is crucial to our argument that anything can be reified, no matter how 
mythical, absurd, whimsical, or logical it might seem either before or after the event. 
Callon (1978), for example, has shown how technical apparatus can incorporate the 
outcome of totally absurd decisions. Once reified, however, these decisions take the 
role of premise in subsequent logical arguments. In more philosophical terms, one 
cannot understand science by accepting the Hegelian argument that "real is rational." 

7. But for a few pages in Lacan ( 1966) and some indirect hints by Young (n.d), a
psychoanalytic understanding of these kinds of energy investments is as yet undeveloped. 

8. For example, Machlup ( 1962) and Rescher ( J 978) have attempted to under• 
stand the information market in economic terms. However, their approach extends 
rather than transforms the central notion of economic. investment. By contrast, 
Bourdieu ( 1976) and Foucault ( 1978) have outlined a general framework for a political 
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economy of truth ( or of credit) which subsumes monetary economics as one particular 
form of investment. 

9. The philosophical enterprise can be characterised as an attempt to eliminate
any trace of circumstances. Thus, the task of Socrates in Plato's Apology of Socrates is 
to eliminate circumstances included in the definition of activity �rovided by the artist, 
the lawyer, and so on. Such elimination is the price which has to be paid in order to 
establish the existence of an "idea." Sohn Rethel (1975) has argued that such 
philosophical operations were essential for the development of science and economics. 
lt could be argued, therefore, that the task of reconstructing circumstances is 
fundamentally hampered by the legacies of a philosophical tradition. 

10. Barthes argues that this kind oftransformation is typical of modern economics.
lt is thus possible that there is some useful similarity between Marx's ( 1867) notion of 
fetishism and the notion of scientific facts. (Both fact and fetish share a common 
etymological origin.) In both cases, a complex variety of processes come into play 
whereby participants forget that what is "out there" is the product of their own 
"alienated'' work. 

11. Brillouin uses the word likely in a counterintuitive way. lt is only if a statement
is unlikely that it contains information since its distance from the background of equally 
probable statements is very great. In ordinary language, however, we might say that 
people believe a statement when it is more likely than the others. The reason for this 
apparent contradiction is that information is nothing but a ratio of signal to noise. 

12. In the course of our discussion, we have tried to minimise distinctions between
convincing ourselves and convincing others. In interviews the continuous shortcuts 
between the two were so common ("I wanted tobe sure

fi
, and I �i� not wan

O
t W to st�d up 

and contradict me"), that we gave up making this arti 1cial d1stmction. ur expenence 
suggests that, perhaps in the most secret part of bis consciousness, a scientist argues 
with the whole agonistic field and anticipates every single one of his colleagues' potential 
objections. 

13. This formulation closely matches scientists' own impression ofa messy field: it
is a field in which you can say anything or, more precisely, in whichanyonecan equally 
well say anything. 

14. This is not to say that it is impossible in principle to contest the argument based
on the use of a mass spectrometer. But the cost of modifying the basis of the theory is so 
high that, in practice, no one will challenge it. (The exception, perhaps is in the case of a 
scienti fic revolution.) The difference between what is possible in principle and what can 
be done in practice is the lynchpin of our argument. As Leibnitz put it: "Everything is 
possible, but not everything is compossible." The process by which the realm of 
compossibility is extended was explored in Chapter 3. The mass spectrometer is no 
more truthful than thin-layer chromotography; it is simply more powernd. 

15. The tenn "black box" also brings to mind Whitley's (1972) argument that
sociologists of science should not treat the cognitive culture of scientists as a seif• 
contained entity immune from sociological investigation. Although we sympathise with 
this view, Whitley misses a crucial point. The activity of creating black boxes, of 
rendering items of knowledge distinct from the circumstances of their creation, is 
precisely what occupies scientists the majority of the time. The way in which black 
boxing is done in science is thus an important focus for sociological investigation. Once 
an item of apparatus or a sei of gestures is established in the laboratory, it becomes very 
difficult to effect the retransformation into a sociological object. Tue cost of revealing 




